Collagen VI-related myopathy

Collagen VI-related myopathy is a group of disorders that affect skeletal muscles (which are the muscles used for movement) and connective tissue (which provides strength and flexibility to the skin, joints, and other structures throughout the body). Most affected individuals have muscle weakness and joint deformities called contractures that restrict movement of the affected joints and worsen over time. Researchers have described several forms of collagen VI-related myopathy, which range in severity: Bethlem myopathy is the mildest, an intermediate form is moderate in severity, and Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy is the most severe.

People with Bethlem myopathy usually have loose joints (joint laxity) and weak muscle tone (hypotonia) in infancy, but they develop contractures during childhood, typically in their fingers, wrists, elbows, and ankles. Muscle weakness can begin at any age but often appears in childhood to early adulthood. The muscle weakness is slowly progressive, with about two-thirds of affected individuals over age 50 needing walking assistance. Older individuals may develop weakness in respiratory muscles, which can cause breathing problems. Some people with this mild form of collagen VI-related myopathy have skin abnormalities, including small bumps called follicular hyperkeratosis on the arms and legs; soft, velvety skin on the palms of the hands and soles of the feet; and abnormal wound healing that creates shallow scars.

The intermediate form of collagen VI-related myopathy is characterized by muscle weakness that begins in infancy. Affected children are able to walk, although walking becomes increasingly difficult starting in early adulthood. They develop contractures in the ankles, elbows, knees, and spine in childhood. In some affected people, the respiratory muscles are weakened, requiring people to use a machine to help them breathe (mechanical ventilation), particularly during sleep.

People with Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy have severe muscle weakness beginning soon after birth. Some affected individuals are never able to walk and others can walk only with support. Those who can walk often lose the ability, usually in adolescence. Individuals with Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy develop contractures in their neck, hips, and knees, which further impair movement. There may be joint laxity in the fingers, wrists, toes, ankles, and other joints. Some affected individuals need continuous mechanical ventilation to help them breathe. As in Bethlem myopathy, some people with Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy have follicular hyperkeratosis; soft, velvety skin on the palms and soles; and abnormal wound healing.

Individuals with collagen VI-related myopathy often have signs and symptoms of multiple forms of this condition, so it can be difficult to assign a specific diagnosis. The overlap in disease features, in addition to their common cause, is why these once separate conditions are now considered part of the same disease spectrum.
Frequency

Collagen VI-related myopathy is rare. Bethlem myopathy is estimated to occur in 0.77 per 100,000 individuals, and Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy is estimated to occur in 0.13 per 100,000 individuals. Only a few cases of the intermediate form have been described in the scientific literature.

Causes

Mutations in the COL6A1, COL6A2, and COL6A3 genes can cause the various forms of collagen VI-related myopathy. These genes each provide instructions for making one component of a protein called type VI collagen. Type VI collagen makes up part of the extracellular matrix that surrounds muscle cells and connective tissue. This matrix is an intricate lattice that forms in the space between cells and provides structural support. The extracellular matrix is necessary for cell stability and growth. Research suggests that type VI collagen helps secure and organize the extracellular matrix by linking the matrix to the cells it surrounds.

Mutations in the COL6A1, COL6A2, and COL6A3 genes result in a decrease or lack of type VI collagen or the production of abnormal type VI collagen. While it is difficult to predict which type of mutation will lead to which form of collagen VI-related myopathy, in general, lower amounts of type VI collagen lead to more severe signs and symptoms that begin earlier in life.

Changes in type VI collagen structure or production lead to an unstable extracellular matrix that is no longer attached to cells. As a result, the stability of the surrounding muscle cells and connective tissue progressively declines, which leads to the muscle weakness, contractures, and other signs and symptoms of collagen VI-related myopathy.

Inheritance Pattern

Collagen VI-related myopathy can be inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, which means one copy of the altered gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. Bethlem myopathy is typically inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, as are some cases of the intermediate form and a few rare instances of Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy. Most cases result from new mutations in the gene and occur in people with no history of the disorder in their family. In other cases, an affected person inherits the mutation from one affected parent.

Collagen VI-related myopathy can be inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, which means both copies of the gene in each cell have mutations. Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy is typically inherited in an autosomal recessive manner, as are some cases of the intermediate form and a few rare instances of Bethlem myopathy. The parents of an individual with an autosomal recessive condition each carry one copy of the mutated gene, but they typically do not show signs and symptoms of the condition.
Other Names for This Condition

- collagen type VI-related disorders
- collagen VI-related myopathies
- ColVI myopathies

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information

- What is genetic testing?
  https://primer/testing/genetictesting
- Genetic Testing Registry: Bethlem myopathy
- Genetic Testing Registry: Collagen Type VI-Related Autosomal Dominant Limb-girdle Muscular Dystrophy
- Genetic Testing Registry: Collagen VI-related myopathy
- Genetic Testing Registry: Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

- ClinicalTrials.gov
  https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22collagen+VI-related+myopathy%22+OR+%22collagen+VI-related+myopathies%22+OR+%22collagen+type+VI-related+disorders%22+OR+%22Bethlem+myopathy%22+OR+%22Ullrich+congenital+muscular+dystrophy%22+OR+%22myosclerosis+myopathy%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

- GeneReview: Collagen Type VI-Related Disorders
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1503
- Muscular Dystrophy UK: Could Cyclosporine A be used to treat Bethlem myopathy and Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy?
Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Encyclopedia: Contracture Deformity
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/003185.htm
- Health Topic: Muscle Disorders
  https://medlineplus.gov/muscledisorders.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Bethlem myopathy
- Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy

Additional NIH Resources

- National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke: Congenital Myopathy Information Page
  https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/All-Disorders/Congenital-Myopathy-Information-Page

Educational Resources

- Kennedy Krieger Institute: Congenital Myopathy
  https://www.kennedykrieger.org/patient-care/conditions/congenital-myopathy
- MalaCards: collagen vi-related myopathy
  https://www.malacards.org/card/collagen_vi_related_myopathy
- Merck Manual Consumer Version: Congenital Myopathies
- Orphanet: Bethlem myopathy
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=610
- Orphanet: Congenital muscular dystrophy, Ullrich type
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=75840
- Washington University, St. Louis: Neuromuscular Disease Center: Bethlem Myopathy
  https://neuromuscular.wustl.edu/musdist/lg.html#beth
- Washington University, St. Louis: Neuromuscular Disease Center: Ullrich Congenital Muscular Dystrophy
  https://neuromuscular.wustl.edu/syncm.html#ullrich
Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- Cure CMD
  https://www.curecmd.org/
- Muscular Dystrophy Association
  https://www.mda.org/
- Muscular Dystrophy UK: Congenital Myopathies
  https://www.musculardystrophyuk.org/about-muscle-wasting-conditions/congenital-myopathies/

Clinical Information from GeneReviews

- Collagen Type VI-Related Disorders
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1503

Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28%28collagen+VI-related+myopathies%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28collagen+VI-related+myopathy%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28Bethlem+myopathy%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28Ullrich+congenital+muscular+dystrophy%5BTIAB%5D%29%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1800+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- BETHLEM MYOPATHY 1
  http://omim.org/entry/158810
- ULLRICH CONGENITAL MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY 1
  http://omim.org/entry/254090
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  Free article on PubMed Central: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3189202/
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